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Thesis Summary 
 Highly accurate lane recognition is required for realizing autonomous vehicle driving and advanced 
safety systems. However, there are scenes that are difficult to recognize in urban areas. Therefore, the 
conventional methods for autonomous driving in cities is to keep the vehicle on a lane by preparing a 
lane-level map with detailed information of lanes and signs and using accurately estimated vehicle 
position. The purpose of this research is to improve lane recognition accuracy and cost of map 
reconstruction.  
 First, we propose a method of accurately estimating vehicle position by matching the map and line 
segment features detected from multi-camera images. Features such as white road lines, yellow road 
lines, road signs and curb stones, which could be used as clues for vehicle localization, were expressed 
as line segment features on a two-dimensional road plane in unified manner. The line segment features 
are transformed into the vehicle coordinate system using bird's-eye view transformation and can be 
used for vehicle localization regardless of the camera configuration. 
Further, we propose an automatic method for map synthesis from laser point clouds that are scanned by 
a Mobile Mapping System (MMS). In this method, we apply a gradient image processing to detect map 
line segments.  
 Results of the comparison of auto-extracted map and handmade map for the evaluation achieved over 
83.9% extraction rate with an accuracy of 91.9%. It is equivalent to reducing 70% of the cost when 
human made the map. The proposed localization system is designed as a nonlinear quadratic 
programming problem and is estimated in real time. Vehicle localization was tested under for city driving 
conditions, and the vehicle position was identified more accurately than the requirement for autonomous 
driving. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
